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If you like old cars you need to get to the

Bay to Birdwood

Trying to find a photo that epitomises the Bay to
Birdwood Run has been the most difficult job I have
come up against. In Adelaide, SA, there is an incredible variety of pre 1956 vehicles, including cars and
trucks and motorbikes. Then there is the people that
travel in them, normally a lot more than the driver
and one passenger and most are dressed in period
clothing. There is also the tens of thousands of specta-

The lady in white seemed to never get sick of the
calls ”hey lady in white, turn around for a photo”.
She always obliged as did her children, and hubby.
They were associated with the red T Ford in the concours judging.
tors that line the whole 75 Km route, but most of all
there is the vibes. You have never seen such a happy
lot of people.

Over the years I had
heard of Adelaide’s Bay
to Birdwood Run, everyone that I had ever spoken to about it reckoned
it was a real good event
and having spent my
teenage years growing up
in the area around the
start and using the second
half of the route which
winds through the hills as
my motorcycle proving
ground, I was familiar
with the roads it was held
on. But none of this stuff
could have prepared me
for the Bay to Birdwood
Run. When I lived there
the event did not exist.
Someone, last year, had
mentioned to me that my
aged father in law had a long time dream to Dad, once in the passenger seat was where he wanted to be.
go in the Bay to Birdwood. That little state- Pic: Carly
ment must have lodged itself in the back of my mind
because sometime later, out of the blue came the
thought that here was an opportunity to liven up the
life of an old bloke, and I get to drive in the rally too.
He would have to fly to Adelaide from Queensland, I
would have to drive the T or trailer it the 2000 miles.
The trailer idea sounded a lot more comfortable. I ran
the idea past Shirley, the supreme commander. She
gave it the tick so I rang up Dad to see if his interest in
the event was in fact true. Yes he wearily replied, he
would have liked to be in it but unfortunately he had
left it too late in life and it was beyond him now to fix
up an old car. So I suggested, if he was to get himself The ladies, naturally had to be perfectly groomed.
Pic: Christine
to Adelaide I would take my model T Ford down
there and we would be part of the event. Have a think
about it, take your time, no hurry and let me know if
you are interested, I said. He replied in about one microsecond. Yes! You could almost hear him
straighten up. From that moment on I knew there was
no backing away. I had given him a dream and I
could not fail. I had to get a bit serious.
The trailer I was to put it on was the first to get some
attention. Apart from the brakes not working, it was
probably roadworthy, but it certainly didn’t look that
way. It appeared very old and decrepit. I was not
bothered about its looks but I guessed the SA police
might have a different view so I set to brighten it up a
bit. I replaced the sides, the guards, one axle, the entire brake system, lights and painted it. I would have
been better off building a new trailer from scratch but
Signalman Brown was also impeccably dressed. His 1914 Indian and his uniform were authentic to the
finest detail. He looks a bit serious as there were a pair of Germans on a BMW outfit and they were packing a machine gun and other heavy duty stuff

I didn’t realise that until halfway through the job.
Never mind, the trailer now looks fine and the
brakes work.
Speaking of brakes, Model T ford brakes are
quite adequate for driving around rural Northern
Territory where there are few cars and even fewer
hills. The thought of driving in thick traffic and
cars with ABS brakes, plus steep winding hills
was giving me nightmares. I obtained a set of
Rocky Mountain brakes for my T. That is a modern reproduction of an olden day set of aftermarket brakes. It has a whopping set of rear drums
with external linings and once you put your foot
on the pedal they are self energising. Sort of old
time power brakes. They came as a simple bolton kit from America. Naturally American cars are
left hand drive, I would just fit the pedal mechanism on the other way round and all would be
well. I was dreaming. I had to remanufacture all
the part of it up the front and it was a curse of a
job, but my model T now has brakes. You can
even feel g forces pulling you forward when you
put the brakes on. I feel a lot safer. There is a
catch though. They only work when you are going forwards. (The brakes got the ultimate test in
suburban Adelaide when I was distracted by a
sweet thing walking along the footpath and the
car in front had the cheek to stop. I actually
locked the back wheels! On bitumen too!)
And another modification was a water pump on
the Ford. The thermosiphon works fine when on
the move, but stuck in traffic jams or pulling up
long hills in hot weather might be a problem.
Once again a modern reproduction of an old time
aftermarket accessory. As the weather turned out
to be miserable, on this point
at least, I need not have bothered.
As the months went by, I kept
hearing on the family grapevine that Dad was pretty enthusiastic about it all, frequenting opp shops looking
for period clothing and the
like. Also skiting to his
mates about the grand event
that he was to be part of. I
could not fail.
And just weeks before the big
day I imagined I could hear a
knock coming from the engine. I didn’t really have time
for a complete strip down at
this stage. On the verge of

Fritz and Hans were a formidable sight. Notice signalman Brown keeping an eye on them from behind.

The cops were on patrol too. How would you like to be pulled over by a Chrysler Royal cop car? But they
failed with the bikes. As a kid I remember those Cop Beezers polished right up. Now they are quite dull.

panic I pulled the sump off
the engine (remember, I cannot fail to complete this
event) and by gripping the
bigends and attempting to
rattle them by hand I could
feel some play in the front
one. Checking the clearance
with plastigauge I found 3
thou clearance where it
should have been 2. Easy
fixed, remove 1 thou off the
bearing cap and all was
sounding sweet again. After a
test drive I did find it leaking
serious amounts of oil
though. I had had to take the
top off the transmission for
the brake mods but didn’t
No doubt you have heard the term “boat tailed speedster”
have the material handy to replace all the gaskets.
This is taking it to the extreme. Boat building technology
Around the flywheel which runs in oil, there was a
in the planking. A Hudson. And it was lovely!
felt seal that I didn’t replace and with it in a comYou could
pressed state and with new gaskets elsewhere it allowed oil to escape at an alarming rate, enough to run find just
about every
out of oil in a 60 km trip. Once again time was a bit
short to pull it all to bits again and fix it properly, but a make ever
large bead of roof and gutter silicone overlapping the heard of
plus there
entire joint fixed the problem for the time being.
Eventually Shirley and I set off with the T aboard the were a few
that were
trailer for the long journey across Australia. With all
those stars about at night you wouldn’t want to cover totally new
them up with a roof so camping out amongst them was to me. And
vehicles didthe go. The occasional blowout on the trailer didn’t
slow us down much as we had set a maximum speed of n't have to
85km/hr to be nice to the T sitting up there in the wind. be pristine.
The first day out saw the back window of the cab pop There were
out, probably from the wind pressure when a road train plenty of
passed in the other direction, so we decided to keep the “run em as
you found
speed down.
em” cars
And everywhere we stopped for fuel, out came the
cameras. Sometimes it was difficult to get going again there.
as people just love to talk about the old car. It
just seems to make everyone happy. All
good.
And during the last day of the trip we received a message that the Gawler swap meet
was on the next day. We stopped in a little
town a bit short of there so we could be at the
gate early We got to the swap meet at 8am
and wow, what a crowd. We had to park
miles away and hurriedly walk back. Once
we were inside they let us know we could
have parked inside since we had a car to put
on show. Never mind, I was on the prowl for
a pair of model T springs. This being SA’s
biggest swap meet I thought I would have a

fair chance. Nope, the only bit of
T there was a pair of headlight
buckets. Older car bits are getting a bit scarce I believe.
And eventually we did get to
Adelaide and when we got the
car off the trailer it was running
ok but the back wheel spokes
were seriously loose. It seems
the dry climate through the centre and in SA had caused them
to shrink so much that you could
wobble the wheel sideways 1/8th
of an inch. All of a sudden I
wasn’t so confident about making the distance. To fix the problem by shimming the ends of the
wooden spokes I needed to remove the wheel with a special puller which was
A small part of the truck section at the start
sitting on the bench at home. Worry, worry, worry.
I could not fail. I decided to trailer the car to the
start. And to make matters worse. Two days before
the event the weather turned to gales and while I
was driving a modern car in the hills along the rally
route there were gale force winds, driving rain and
it started to hail, then sleet. Driving a vehicle with
no doors, in a gale with sleet didn’t sound like my
idea of fun. Friday night I tried to be happy.
Sat morn was totally different. It was still freezing,
there was the odd bit of sun, but the main thing was
that the rain had swelled the spokes so most of
them were now tight and the others had minimal
play. A dose with the garden hose every couple of
hours fixed those up too. Everything was sweet.
We stayed at a motel near the start that night. The
motel had plenty of other old cars too. Qld, Victo- Always there were spectators
ria and NSW on the plates, neat. And just filling up Pic: Julie
with petrol aroused so much interest. It was
clear that most of the population around here
was in the mood for old cars. Just driving down
the main street, cameras and phones were getting drawn like 6 guns.
On the morn of the big day we were up early to
see the lovely perfectly blue skies, well actually
it was a miserable looking day with very bleak
looking skies. Nevertheless we were off early
and rolled up at the venue with over an hour to
spare. The officials suggested we go with the
trucks but we were able to get in with the vintage and veteran car section. And what a total
blast to be there. Only half the vehicles had arrived but already the variety was mind boggling. There was every make I have ever heard
of plus quite a few I had never heard of. Model The sign says “GO ZONE” they got it right.
T Ford’s were by far the most common vehicle Pic: Shirley
there. I was asking as many owners as I could

find if they had any clues
to where I could find a
spring for one. And paydirt! I found one. This
was going to be a great
day.
There was so much good
stuff there I really didn’t
get a chance to have a
look at most of it. A brief
look at the trucks and
word was out that the
vintage cars were moving
out in five minutes. Time
to get back to the car and
find my passengers. I had
a couple more passengers
in the back. I never did
find time to check the
bikes or the later (up to
1955) vehicles over the
other side of the paddock.
There was just too much to see. Cars were starting to fire up. It was also starting to rain so we
all hopped in. I normally would wait until the last
moment to start up my car but I figured I would
look like a mug if it wouldn’t start and when in
Rome, do as the Romans do, and I started it up. It
turned out to be a really bad move. With the rain
pouring down and hundreds of vehicles all
around us idling I couldn’t actually hear our car
running. Only the vibrations and seeing the rain
drops on the bonnet shaking assured me it was.
This went on for ages, maybe 15 minutes or
more. Finally we moved off through the crowd
of spectators, slowly idling out of the venue and
finally out onto the road where I could give it
some throttle. It appeared maybe the rain had
gone onto the high tension leads as it was running a bit rough. Also there were a few spectators but since the rain was pouring they were
staying in their cars. Never mind, we got onto
the main road and I expected the missing problem to clear up as the engine heated up. We
were running on 3 cylinders most of the time
with the occasional burst of the 4th one. Someone once told me model T’s don’t really need
the 4th one anyway. Its just a spare. It actually
would have been better if it would run on just 3
as it would be less jerky. Never mind, the
crowds were getting thicker and once we got on
the major road, ANZAC Hwy, it was just amazing. The spectators lined the side of the road
and the median strip. There were literally thousands of them. They were all set up with deck

Spectators lined the whole 75 Km route. Some had umbrellas to keep the rain out of the champagne. While our
car was running crook and were travelling at walking
pace, lots of the crowd were really friendly. Pics: Julie

chairs, tables, bottles of champagne or beers or whatever
and they were amazingly enthusiastic. Absolutely everyone was there. Old couples,
young couples, singles, kids,
and they were all waving,
cheering and generally carrying on. They had umbrellas,
rain coats or tarps and they
were there despite the rotten
weather. There were no miserable people here. The vibes
were fantastic. And the crowd
in the cars were in the same
mood. It was electric!
And when we had reached the
city of Adelaide, and I had
pulled up at the traffic lights,
one of the spectators clearly
yelled out “g’day Ted” naturally I looked around
to see who it was that knows me in this city far
away. I saw a face I didn’t recognise but being
an expert in forgetting people I responded as if I
knew this bloke, but as I drove off I wondered
who it was. As the run continued I received numerous “gday Ted”s and I realised they were getting the name off my “Ted’s Transport” sign on
the front of the vehicle. It turned out that because
the T was running worse we were getting slower
and slower and we were able to interact with the
crowd more. Spectators were steeping out to give
a high five to our passengers in the back. But
once we headed out to the NE side of Adelaide
there were hills. Not very big ones but we often
would get into low gear. That is walking pace
only. Sometimes it dropped back from 3 ½ cyls to
2 ½ cyls. I was cursing myself for leaving my
spare set of plugs in the other car. Never mind, I

No matter what your taste there was something there to
please you and you feel good
Below right: Gay and Kim left entering till the last minute. The Dodge ran ok last time it was started a couple
of years ago, so it was no surprise that it ran well today. Leaky water pump problem fixed by carrying
plenty of water. Pic: Shirley

was going to make it to Birdwood even if I
had to travel the whole distance in low
gear, I could not fail. Eventually we
reached a very large shopping centre, Tea
Tree Plaza and there were no more ups and
downs, only up. There was also a monstrous traffic jam as far as the eye could
see. We were committed to low gear permanently. In a model T that means having
your left foot shoved hard on the left pedal
permanently with no respite. At the end of
the traffic pile up a couple of Km later the
traffic cleared and we left suburbia and
started on the steep windy hilly bit. We
weren’t holding up the traffic as the police
had blocked the other lane further on and it was
safe to overtake on the other side of the road and
on blind bends. We crawled slowly up the hill.
There were a couple of steeper bits where I was
hoping it didn’t get any steeper lest we run out of
oomph, but for the time being we chugged on
running something like a chaff cutter. We passed
one very flash Pommie car that was getting
winched onto a flat top truck. Poor feller, but we
struggled on. That hill seemed to go on and on
forever but when we were nearing the top, all of
a sudden the T fired up all those missing cylinders and voompo!! Off we went. We even passed
3 cars. The rest of the trip went a bit too fast
maybe. The spectators were still lining the road,
even in the hills. They managed to find nooks
and crannies to park their cars and once again
they were enthusiastically waving and cheering,
we were travelling a lot faster now so we couldn’t actually have a conversation with them. Except for the occasional hill where we would
come over the top and you could hear the individual cylinders firing, still in high gear though.
And we reached Birdwood. We were directed
onto a minor road and into the back yard of the
Motor museum, and to the finish line, 75 km
from the start. They then presented us with a finisher’s plaque and guided us into the parking
area. Different marshalls beckoned us to turn that

1935 supercharged Auburn caught my eye.

1,263 entrants and they said entries were down a bit this year. Some Nazi type managed to bribe his modern
Commonwhore into this scene but I have camouflaged it with a second Vanguard.

way and this and we were guided into a parking
place next to a line of neat trucks. We had been
guided into the heavy vehicles section which was
really great as it was right up close to where all
the action was. Because we had travelled so slow
most of the trip, had we been parked with the cars
we would have been out in one of the neighbouring paddocks ages away. It all worked out great.
And at the end it was just one big picnic. The cars
were parked in no particular order or groups so it
was just a giant smorgasbord of wonderful stuff.
Some were clean, some were as they came out of
the shed 50 years ago, others were immaculately
restored and others had just survived in mint condition from all those years. Same deal with the bikes
and trucks but the one thing that was universal was that everyone was having a ball.
Some bought their food, lots took a hamper, lots took a bottle of Champagne to go
with it. And of course there was the motor
museum to check out as well. I had a very
brief look but I reckoned there was a lot
more to see outside. And even if you reckoned you didn’t know anyone there, you
were going to bump into people you did.
Naturally it all had to end sometime and
late in the arvo we headed for home. Pulling up the hills there were still the odd
places where we had to get into low gear
for a while even though the motor was running sweet. And at these spots sometimes
we had a bunch of modern cars banked up behind until we found one of their slow vehicle turnouts where
we could pull over and let them past. But I wasn’t
embarrassed holding them up as this was the one day
of the year that was especially for these old cars to get
out and shine, and by the friendly honks of the horn
and waves from the vehicles as they sped by I’m sure
the other drivers felt the same way. And there was
still a few spectators on the side of the road to cheer
us on our way home too. Not to mention photographers.
And how about Dad, the cause of it all? He can’t stop
smiling!!
Bay to Birdwood could be habit forming.
Check out these 2 links to the TV news
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2012-10-01/cars-rallyfrom-bay-to-birdwood/4288992
http://au.news.yahoo.com/video/vic/watch/28ae789cf368-3ca7-bebd-5cf1aea81287/thousands-roll-up-forbay-to-birdwood-run/aunews_seven_news/

A straight 8 Packard with a small problem

Travellin in the bush. Getting passed by a train
at Lake Hart in SA.
Driving right through the heart of Adelaide we actually got places just as fast as
the modern cars. Pic: Shirley

Above: It’s never dark in the bush. Stars!
Left: 1912 Flanders. It pulled out and passed
us on the hills. My excuse was we had 5 in the
car, they 2. Pic: Julie n Dave
Below: There was a hotrod street party at another little town further up the road. Yank cars
gave a friendly honk as they passed. Pic: J&D

12 ft tilt trailer.
Built to carry early Suzuki 4wd. Tandem wheels
based on Mini Moke suspension. Suspension subframes rusting out but rest of chassis & drawbar look
ok. Still has lights. Unreg but towable. Free to
MVEC or a member – good welding project. If noone wants it, it’s going to the tip.
Standard Vanguard
S/W 1961, 2-litre six, 3-spd on tree – last Vanguard
before the Triumph 2000. Spare T2000 4-spd gearbox (condition unknown). Would make a good Bash
car but hasn’t been run recently, though stored under
a roof. I need the space so it has to go. Am prepared
to give this away too.
Peter 89277040 or peter.bate@bigpond.com
1976 MGB GT
Registered until September 2013. 5 speed gear box.
MG alloys plus full set of Rostyle wheels, 45 DCOE
Weber, original handbooks from factory. Engine immobilizer, sunroof, Etc. $9800.
Michael 8945 4113

Bedford Trucks
1 Bedford 3 ton 1948-49
1 Bedford 3 ton D3 about 1958
$500 each both running
Situated at Wynarka, Sth Australia
Dennis 0885789021

The Motor Vehicle Enthusiasts Club
extends it’s thanks to

Shannons Insurance
For it’s continued support
for the club

Free stuff
Get your free ads in here.
Give stuff away, sell stuff, get information, find a lover. Got a
story to tell? Whatever you like.
Email Ted at propellors@bigpond.com
or phone 89886049
Deadline...the end of the month

MK 5 Jaguar 3.5 ltr.
Groundup restoration over a period of 20 years,
completed 7 years ago and only done
5000 miles since.recon motor, new interior and
chrome, no rust. All matching numbers.
Comes with custom made car cover and original
factory workshop manual.
$30000.

Vintage Rowvan caravan 1950’s or 60’s
Tandem axle, body about 16 feet long, clad in aluminium. Missing fridge. Mint condition inside and
out. Has lived in shed for many years with little use.
No restoration
needed..
Situated at
Murrray
Bridge, Sth
Australia.
Price is completely negotiable.
Contact Ted
0889886049 or propellors@bigpond.com

WOTS ON THIS YEAR
Not all that much left . Better get in quick. Come along and enjoy!
On the 2nd Wed of every month there is a members meeting at the hangar 7.30 pm plus bbq beforehand.
Also there is a working bee at the hangar the following Sunday.
•

21 October 2012 Shed Show Jim Cooper’s Ford collection Neil Bromley. 0400 420 120
Meet at hangar 9 am. Cruise to venue via Darwin CBD. Bbq brunch supplied by club
10 November 2012 AGM at hangar. Arrive 5.30 for 6.pm start.
Dinner at 7pm supplied by club.
24 November 2012 Christmas Dinner at Nightcliff Sports Club 7.30pm
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An elderly man is stopped by police at 2am and asked where he might be going at this time of
night.
The man replies “I am on my way to a lecture about alcohol abuse and the effects it has on the
human body, as well as smoking and staying out late.”
The officer then asks “Really, and who is giving that lecture at this time of night?”
The man replies “that would be my wife.”

